
Grades 7 and 8 Music: 

Performance and Story of Tchaikovsky's, "1812 Overture" 

      Greetings everyone! Here is a fun and exciting story example of one of the most prolific and historic 

compositions of ALL TIME! Our own Boston Pops does a fantastic performance of this piece every Fourth of 

July at the Charles River Esplanade Hatch Shell, in Boston.  It is right along the Charles River.  Here is a brief 

synopsis of the story: 

    The 1812 Overture, which you may hear on the Fourth of July, was written by a Russian composer, Peter 
Ilyich Tchaikovsky, to celebrate Russia's defeat of Napoleon in Moscow. The Overture begins:  

• With a beautiful Russian Orthodox hymn, as the soldiers leave their families for war and The Russian 
Tsar Alexander the First, at the time asked all of the people to pray for mother Russia. 

• Then  it goes into the French national anthem 

• Cinematic cut, peasants trying to figure out what to do 

• Battle of both themes (with Cannons) the themes go back and forth to depict the battle. It is very 
interesting and filled with excitement! 

• Defeat of the "La Marseillaise" with  whirling strings 

• Triumphant Russian march, with and underscore of "God Safe the Tsar" 

 The Overture entered the American patriotic songbook in 1974 by Boston Pops conductor Arthur 
Fiedler. It was later conducted by John Williams and currently is directed by Keith Lockhart. It now concludes 
with confetti, canons and an enormous fireworks show on the Charles River. This tradition is viewed by 
millions every Fourth of July on the Esplanade and on national television. You may ask "why do we hear it on 
the American 4th of July?"  As this is a Russian composition. The answer to that is, the great Pops conductor, 
Arthur Fiedler started this tradition, because it had built in musical Fireworks and was a huge celebratory 
composition, which would get the crowd up on its feet and cheering at the end of the concert! 

Boston Pops conducted by Keith Lockhart: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpGUGK4FS5A 

 

Additional Listening for further self exploration: 

NPR Narration the Story of the 1812:  https://www.npr.org/transcripts/155597979 

French National Anthem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K1q9Ntcr5g 
(La Marseillaise, French national anthem, composed in one night during the French Revolution (April 24, 1792) by Claude-Joseph 
Rouget de Lisle, a captain of the engineers and amateur musician). 

God Save The Tsar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWY-9UihgYg 

Boston Pops (1812 Overture Finale with exploding Cannons) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlbCakDfXfE&feature=emb_logo 
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S.Q.U.I.L.T. 
(Super Quiet UN Interrupted Listening Time) 

 

Title of Composition: ________________________________________ 

 

Composer’s name:     ________________________________________ 

Please use this Listening Guide to write down and record your thoughts on the piece of music you are 

listening to: 
 

Dynamics: 
Is the Music Loud (Forte), Soft (piano) or a combination of 

both? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tempo & Rhythm: 
Does the music move quickly, slowly, or both and are 

there any repeated rhythmic or melodic patterns 
throughout? 

 

Instrumentation: 
Do You hear Strings, Woodwinds, Brass Percussion, or a 
combination of both? Do any instruments have Solos by 

themselves? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mood or Emotion: 
How does this music make you feel? Does it evoke a 

certain emotion or feeling? Happy, Sad, Scary, Calm or 
something else? 

Would you recommend this piece to a friend or your parents? ______ Why?_______________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 


